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Abstract 
We consider the stochastic behaviour of a tandem queue in the case of a renewal arrival 
process and arbitrarily distributed identical successive service times. Immediately after being 
served at a given stage, the customer enters the queue of unlimited capacity for service at the 
next stage. Service discipline is “first come-first served”. In particular, we derive the probability 
distribution of the overall sojourn time. 
Key words; Tandem queues; Identical successive service times; Pollaczek’s method; First come 
- first served discipline; Renewal input 
1. Introduction 
We consider the stochastic behaviour of a tandem queue with (m + 1) successive 
queues and with a renewal customer arrival process. Successive service times are 
identical and have arbitrary distribution functions. Customers enter the queue of 
a given stage immediately on terminating their service at the previous stage. No 
limitation is placed on the length of the waiting time, buffers being supposed of infinite 
capacity. Service discipline at each stage is “jirst come-jirst served” (FC-FS). We wish 
to derive the distribution function of the overall sojourn time since downstream delay 
is strongly correlated with the upstream service time.’ 
Until now, the case of a series of queues with identical successive service times has 
been studied in the case of Poisson input only: in the case of two stages (Boxma, 1979; 
Vinogradov, 1983) and n stages (Vinogradov, 1984; Shalmon and Kaplan, 1984), 
considering particularly a quasi-saturated stage (Vinogradov, 1984). 
’ Compared to the considered queue at a given stage, the queues already crossed by the customer will be 
called “upstream” queues, and the queues not yet crossed (in the tandem queue) will be called “downstream” 
queues. 
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In the present study we derive explicit formulae for the overall sojourn time in the 
case of a renewal arrival process. 
2. Notation 
The number of successive queues is (m + 1). We assume the system is empty at 
t = 0. At stage k (k = 1,2, . . . . m + 1) for the nth customer we define the following 
times: waiting time w,k, service time T,“, sojourn time s,” = wf: + T,“, interarrival 
interval (between customers (n - 1) and n) Y,“_ 1. 
At the first queue, the interarrival interval, between arrivals (n - 1) and n, is 
Y,l_, Z5 Y,_,. 
The arrival process is a renewal process, the successive intervals Y,_ 1 being 
independent and identically distributed with distribution function F,(t). Similarly, 
service times T,” (= x) at stage k (k fixed) are assumed to be mutually independent 
and independent of the arrival process. We denote the distribution function of T, by 
F,(t), assumed for now to be the same for all customers. We introduce the La- 
place-Stieltjes (L-S) transforms: 
s 
m 
Eexp(- zY,,_,) = cpO(z) = e-“dF,(t); 
0 
s 
m 
Eexp(- zT,) = cpl(z) = e-‘fdF,(t); R(z) 2 0. (2.1) 
0 
Considering a number of successive stages (k), we write, for k = 1,2, . . . , m + 1, 
- the overall waiting time in stages i to k: W,(i; k) = xi+ w,h; 
- the overall sojourn time in stages i to k: S,(i; k) = C~=i s,“. 
We use the notation 
X+ = Max(0, X), X- = Min(0, X) 
and the Pollaczek relation (1957): 
(2.2) 
Exp(- zlX+ - z,X-) = $ 
s 
Exp( - uX) 
1 1 
---++ du, 
6 Z 1-U u - z2 I 
with R(zZ) < R(u) = 6 < R(z,), 
where R(z) denotes the real part of z. 
(2.3) 
The integral is a Cauchy integral in the complex plane (u) over a line of real part 
6 parallel to (and close to) the imaginary axis taken from bottom to top (from - a3 to 
+ cc ). We use the symbols l +. and j-o when the line is just to the right or just to the 
left of the imaginary axis, respectively. 
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3. The tandem queue equation 
3. I. General relations 
At stage k we have the classical relation defining the waiting time: 
w,” = (& - Y,“_,)‘. 
Similarly, we easily derive the relation 
(3.1) 
Y,“_, = Y,_, + [S,(l; k - 1) - S,_r(l; k - l)], (3.2) 
which can be written as 
Y,“_, = r,“-’ + (Y,“Ii - s,“1:,+. (3.3) 
This relation expresses the arrival interval Y,“_, at stage k as the sum of the 
upstream service time T,k- ’ at stage (k - 1) and the duration of any occasional 
upstream idle time. Systematic use of expressions (2.3), (3.1) and (3.3) leads to the 
following stochastic expression: 
1 I 
X -+ 1 du,, zk - uk uk - uk+l 
with T,” f Y,-l, Urn+2 = 0; R(Uk+I) < R(Uk) < @k), 
(3.4) 
where n denotes a product, i.e. a repeated integral in the (ul, . . . , u,+ 1) successive 
planes. Multiplying both sides by Exp ( - J$=‘,’ Zi Tj) we deduce the fundamental 
stochastic recurrence relation for the sojourn time: 
c ( In+1 x Exp(u~ u,- I) Exp - kzI (Zk - %+l)T,k 
(3.5) 
with u,,,+~ = 0; R(&-1) < R(tlk) < R(zk), k = 1, . . . . m + 1. 
We recall that the symbol n denotes a repeated integral in the (ul, . . . , u,+ 1) succes- 
sive planes. 
Due to the relation T,” = T,, in the last but one square bracket in (3.5) the term can 
now be written as 
m+l 
T,ZI - r, c czk - uk) 1 . (3.6) k=2 
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For a given value of CFzi uk, this function (3.6) is holomorphic for R(uk) > 0, 
k=2 , . . ..@I + 1). Now set z2 = ... = z,,,+~ in (3.5). The poles uk = zk disappear for 
k > 1. For CFzi uk fixed, we can thus apply the residue theorem at poles uk+ 1 = uk for 
k 2 1 and set u2 = ... = u,+~, The stochastic recurrence relation (3.5) becomes 
Exp( - zls.’ - z*S,(2, m + 1)) 
1 
=- 
s 
2Tci +O 
EXP(~I r,- 11 
C 1 1 
-----++ 
Z 1- Ul Ul -uz 1 dul 
1 L + 1 du,{exp[ - T,zl - r, Z2 - u2 u2 m(z2 - uz)]) 
x {Exp[ - u~s;_~ - u2%-1(2,m + 1)l) 2 
with R(u2) < R(u,) < R(z,), R(u,) < R(zZ). 
(3.7) 
Note that we cannot apply the same comment in the (ul) plane and write z1 = z2 in 
relation (3.7), since the function Exp(u, Y,_,) is not holomorphic for R(ul) > 0, 
stressing a first queue behaviour different from the behaviour of downstream queues. 
We thus need to solve stochastic recurrence relation (3.7). 
Note: From the general equation (3.5) we may evaluate each downstream queue 
and the correlation between these queues. However, for the sake of simplicity, we will 
consider the overall downstream sojourn time only, since it is the most useful 
parameter. 
3.2. The tandem queue equation 
Introduce the following notations: 
44~1; t2; m) = E(Exp(- d); SnG m + 1) < tz), 
s 
f2 
cp1(z,; t2) = Exp( - zla)dF1(a). 
0 
(3.8) 
Now note that the original of the function 
Eexp [ - T,,z, - T,mz,] , 
in the z2 plane only, is the function 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
Applying the expectation operator to (3.7), the left-hand side becomes the L-S 
transform in z2 of &(z 1; t2; m). Note that the terms in the two last square brackets in 
(3.7) are independent. Thus, the second integral of the product in the right-hand side 
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leads to the L-S transform in z2 of the following expression, taking account of (3.8): 
cp z1; 2 h-l(Ul; t2; ml. ( ) 
Expression [ul/(ul + uz)] is the characteristic function in (uz) of a certain random 
variable Vi with distribution function: E( Vi < t2) = 1 - Exp( - ui t2). We deduce 
Ul 
------Eexp(- urs,‘_, - u2Sn_i(2;m + 1)) 
Ul - u2 
= Eexp(- urs,‘_, - u2[S.-1(2, m + 1) - Vi]). 
In other words, the second integral of the product in the right-hand side of (3.7), 
multiplied by [ui/(ui - u,)], leads to the expression 
Finally, using the notations (3.8) and (3.10), stochastic recurrence relation (3.7) leads 
to the following analytical recurrence relation for the overall sojourn time: 
+ki s s cc PO( - ul)dul Exp[ - ur(v - r2)1 &-r&i; r; m)dv , (3.11) +o f2 
with R(u,) < R(z,), 
with qao(z) defined by (2.1). 
The first integral of (3.11) corresponds to delays in successive busy periods as the 
customer progresses from stage to stage. The second integral corresponds to the 
customer generating the successive busy periods. Relation (3.11) will be used later in 
solving an integral equation in a single variable. 
Now, to introduce the new function $,,(zi; t,; m) holomorphic for R(z,) > 0, we let 
with tiO(zl; tz; m) E 1, (3.12) 
where ti,,(zi; tz; m) is holomorphic for R(z,) > 0. Recurrence relation (3.11) becomes 
s 
dul 
iJnPl(ul; t2; m)----- 
10 Z 1 - Ul 
s 
WJ(- ul)du, 
s 
mEx~C- ul(U-t2)l~n-1(u1;v;m)dv, 
+o 22 
(3.13) 
with R(u,) < R(z,). 
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Note the following relation, where the symbol [ I:, means derivative with respect 
to tz: 
exp[ - ul(zl - t,)l 4n-~(~~; v; m)du 
1 
= - d&-1(%; t2.i 4 
12 
Expression (3.13) becomes 
1 
=- 
s 27ci +. 
Po(--ul)~ 
X [s mexpC-ul(v-t2)1~n-1(U1;2);m) , t2 1 t2 (3.14) 
with R(u,) < R(z,). 
Now let 
$(z1; t2; m; x) = f x”$,(z1; t2; 4, 1x1 < 1, 
n=O 
4(z1;tz;m;x)= f x”fjn(zl;t2;m)=cpl z1;$ ( ) WI; t2; m; XI, (3.15) n=O 
G(ul; T2; m; x) = s Y u1 exp[I - ul(v - t2)ll $4~1; v; m; x)du, t2 
using relation (3.12). Multiply both sides of (3.14) by X” and sum over n (n = 1,2,. ..). 
We deduce the overall sojourn time integral equation: 
$@I; t2;m;x) 
1 
___ +’ duI 
z1-fJ1 Ul 1 
=l+& 
s +o 
an(-ul)G:,(u,;t2;m;x)~, (3.16) 
with R(ul) < R(z,). 
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4. Solution of the general equation 
4.1. Non-stationary case 
Since $(z; tZ; m; x) is holomorphic for R(z) > 0, we know that the unique solution 
of (3.16) is given by Pollaczek (1957): 
*tz 1;t2;m;x)=til(z l;t2;m;x) cpO( - ul)G;,(ul; tz; m; x) d”’ , +o 4 1 
with 
til(z~; t2; m; 4 (4.1) 
Crossing the pole u1 = 0 to the left, we can also write 
til(zl; t2; m; x) = 
1 
1 - xF1 (t2/m) 
with R(u,) < R(z,). From (4.2) it will be useful to introduce the function 
Qm(tz;x)= Q1 ;;x 
( 1 
=exp{ --Iln;S_~log[l-xLn,(-u,)lp,(~~;~)]~~. (4.3) 
Expression (4.2) is the generating function (in x) of the characteristic function of the 
delay of the nth customer, while expression (4.3) is the generating function of the 
probability of no delay in a GI/G/i queue where service time L-S transform in z is 
cpl(z; t,/m), with parameter t,,lm. 
Note that (4.1) provides the relation 
IC/(=;t2;m;x)=Q1 
( 1 
2 ; x tj(O; t2; m; x). (4.4) 
In recurrence relation (3.13) let the real part of z1 tend to infinity: R(z,) --, + co. 
Taking account of (3.16) we deduce 
ti(c0;t2;m;x)= l+& 
s +o 
~O(-~l)G(ul;ti;m;x)$ (4.5) 
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Similarly, (4.1) and (4.2) give 
$(O; t2; m; x) = 
1 
1 - xF1 (tzlm) c s 
l+& cpo( - u~)G;,(ur; rz; m; x) 2 1 . +o 
(4.6) 
Finally, relations (4.4)-(4.6) lead to the following equation determining 
G(u l;t,; m;x): 
(4.7) 
Note the relation 
1 
-s 2ni +. 
Vo(-ul)$l= 1, 
and let 
D(ul; t2; m; x) = G:,(u,; t2;m; x) - u1 1 - xFl(t21m) 
Ql(thc xl 
Relation (4.7) may be written as 
1 
-s 27ci +. 
cpo( - uI)D(ul; t,; m; x) $ = 0. 
The integrand is holomorphic for R(u 1) > 0 and tends to zero when R(u 1 ) tends to 
infinity. From the relation above we deduce, for R(ul) > 0, the relation 
cpo( - ul)D(ul; tz; m; x) = 0. 
Except perhaps for the zeros of cpO( - 1.4~) we deduce the equation in tZ: D = 0, or 
GL(ul; tz;m; xl - ~1 1 - xFl(t2lm) 
QI (t&v xl 
G(ul; t2; m; xl 
--[ 
_ ~1 1 - xFl(t2lm) _ 1 
X Ql(tdm; xl I 
The solution of (4.8) is 
G(m,;t,;m;x)= G(u 
[ 
1; r;m;x)+$]Exp( -nil, ‘~l~U~$$)da) 
-‘+~~:Exp(~~j;* l;l;U$(;~)da)dt). 
X 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
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Note that 1’Hopital’s rule applied to (3.15) gives 
G(ul; co; m; x) = #J(U 1; a; mix) = $1(u1; 4 (4.10) 
corresponding to the sojourn time in the first stage, independently of the down- 
stream sojourn time (t2 = co). We then deduce from (4.4) and (4.5) the following 
expression: 
dul 
+o~~(-ul)G(ul;t,;m;x)u, 1 . 
(4.11) 
Note that this Cauchy integral makes the last term in (4.9) zero since the integrand 
is holomorphic for R(u,) 2 0. Finally, (3.15), (4.1) (4.2) and (4.9)-(4.11) provide 
4(z r; tZ; m; x), the generating function (in X) of 4”(z. 1; tZ; m) defined by (3.8). We can 
summarize the above results as follows. 
Theorem 1. The generating function in x of thefunction +,,(zl; t2; m) dejined by (3.15) is 
asfollowsfor 1x1 < 1: 
WI; t2; m; x) = Dl(zl; tz; m; x) $(O; tZ; m; x), (4.12) 
where D, , corresponding to the sojourn time at the first stage when the overall 
downstream sojourn time is less than tZ, is 
(4.13) 
$1 and q 1 being dejined by (4.2) and (3.8), respectively. The generating function in x of 
the overall downstream sojourn time distribution function is 
X 
*(O; tZ; m; x) = - 
s 2x1 +o 
(4.14) 
where C$ I (u 1 ; x) corresponds to the jirst stage sojourn time independently of the overall 
downstream sojourn time and Q 1 (tz/m; x) corresponds to the probability of no delay at 
theJirst stage when the overall downstream sojourn time is less than t2. 
4.2. Stationary limit case 
Sacks (1960) has already proved that there exists a stationary limit for the tandem 
queue if the load p is less than 1, i.e. if p = A? < 1, where A is the total mean arrival 
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rate. We therefore define the following limits: 
lim (1 - x)@(zr; tZ; m; x) = 4(zr; t2; in), 
x+1 
lim (1 - x)$(zr; tz; m; x) = $(zr; tZ; m), 
x-1 
lim D,(zr; tZ; m; x) = Dr(z,; tz; m), 
x-1 
(4.15) 
$j (1 - 44lk xl = $l(Ul). 
From (4.2) and (4.13), we deduce, for R(z r ) 2 0, 
D,(z,; tz; m) = WI(Z,, tz; m)cpr 
with 
(4.16) 
where we have used (4.3). Theorem 1 becomes the following theorem. 
Theorem 2 (Stationary case). We have 
with 
&I(b), (4.18) 
s 41(Ul) +o (Po(-ul)Qr(tz,m)EXP 
We recall that the terms between 
sojourn time at the first stage when 
than t2. 
square brackets in (4.18) correspond to the 
the overall downstream sojourn time is less 
For the first stage sojourn time, independently of the downstream sojourn time, we 
find Pollaczek’s (1957) expressions for the isolated GZ/G/l queue: 
(4.19) 
4l(Zl) = W1b1; a; Ncp,(z,; a) = Wl(Zl)(Pl(Zl). 
Setting zl = 0 in (4.18) we deduce the following corollary. 
(4.20) 
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Corollary 1 (Overall downstream sojourn time). Assuming stationarity, the overall 
downstream sojourn time, independently of thefirst stage sojourn time, has the following 
distribution function: 
s,(t2) = 40 t2; m) = FI 0 z R&2) 
(4.2 1) 
Note: In case of the same constant service time for any customer, 
F1 41. = 
0 { 
0 if t2 < mE(m), 
m 1 if t2 2 mE(T,). 
However, for t2 2 mE(T,,), the exponential in (4.21) is equal to 1 and it follows that 
S,(t,) z 1. There is no downstream local waiting time, since the overall downstream 
sojourn time is equal to the overall downstream service time. 
5. Examples 
5.1. Poisson arrivals 
The arrival density is i. We therefore have 
A. 
qo=;l+ p-c 1 (k= 1,2 ,..., m+ l), 
where the load is 
p = /IT,. (5.1) 
In the integrand of(4.19) there is just one pole for R(u,) > 0: u1 = /2. From (4.21) we 
deduce the following expression for the distribution function of the overall downstream 
sojourn time, in the m last queues: 
1-P 
G(t) = QI(t,m) Exp 
m 1 - FI(v/m) 
QI(v/m) dv F1 L ’ > 0 
(5.2) 
To evaluate Q I (t/m) we integrate by parts the limit expression deduced from (4.3): 
1ogC ldlogul _ 
0 
1 --qO( --~~)cp, ul;; . 
0 ( )I) 
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For R(u,) > 0, the only singularities of the last logarithm are the pole u1 = 2 or 
cp,,( - u,) and the unique root zo(t/m) of the equation: 
I-90(-z)cp, z;; =o, ( ) 
which may be written as 
A-z-kpo, z;; =o. ( 1 
Expression (5.3) becomes 
(5.4) 
Boxma (1979) and Vinogradov (1983) have already studied this case for m = 1 (two 
stages). For t --* cc, we have with the notation (5.1), 
Ql(cu)=Q= 1 -p. (5.6) 
From (5.2), we deduce the asymptotic expression 
(5.7) 
The mean local waiting time at stage (m + 1) 
From (5.2) we deduce the value of the mean local waiting time at the last stage, if 
E(T,) = 1: 
s 
m m w(m + 1) = [l - S,(t)]dt - [l - S,_,(t)]dt - 1. (5.8) 
0 s 0 
Example: exponential distributionfor service times. We consider the tandem queue: 
M/M/l--f . .. --f M/l. The numerical results for I = 0.7 are w( 1) = 2.3; w(2) = 1.9; 
w(5) = 2.9; ~(10) = 3.7; ~(30) = 4.8; ~(100) = 6.0. 
As we can see, this mean local waiting time is increasing along the path and the 
“product form” theory cannot be applied. Moreover, and following a remark by 
Boxma (1979) we may note the inequality w(2) < w(l). It corresponds to the more 
regular behaviour of the second queue. The results have been checked by the traffic 
simulation technique. Due to the simple relation with the case m = 1 (two stages) we 
may refer to the work of Boxma (1979) for other kinds of service time distribution in 
the case of Poisson arrivals. 
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5.2. Identical exponentially distributed successive service times 
The time unit is the mean service time. We have therefore 
1 
cpi(z) = Eexp(- zT,) = __ 
1+z 
(5.9) 
and the arrival rate is still i so that the load is equal to A. From Pollaczek (1957) we 
know that the L-S transform of the sojourn time at the first stage (assumed isolated) in 
the GI/M/l case is 
@i(z) = Eexp( - Z-S,‘) = QI(~) 
QI(~)+z' 
Expression (3.8) then gives 
e-“‘e-“da = 
1 - exp[ - (1 + z)(t/m)] 
l+z 
(5.10) 
In (5.3), the singularities of the last logarithm must now be considered for 
R(u,) < 0: the pole u1 = - 1 of cpo( - ul) and the unique root zo(t/m) for R(z) < 0 of 
the equation (in z) 
1 +z-q,(-z)[l -Exp( -(l +z);)]=O. 
Expression (5.3) finally gives 
Q1 f =+)=-zo(;). 0 
(5.11) 
(5.12) 
In particular, for large t, Qi( 01: ) is the unique root of the following implicit 
equation: 
~-QI(~)=~PoCQI(~)I. (5.13) 
Expression (4.21) finally provides the following expression for the distribution 
function of the overall downstream sojourn time: 
S,(t) = 
1 - Exp( - t/m) 1 
s 
Ql(ao) 
QI (t/m) 27ri +. rp0( - u1) Q~(a)+ui 
m Exp( - vim) dv 
Ql(vlm) 
(5.14) 
Case of regular arrivals 
Successive interarrival intervals are assumed equal and deterministic and we have 
4no(z) =exp -i , ( 1 cplb) = J- 1 +z’ (5.15) 
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Equation (5.11) becomes 
while equation (5.13) becomes 
1-Q+)=Exp( -v). 
In (5.14), we write 
1 > (5.16) 
(5.17) 
(5.18) 
For small t, the last term in square brackets can become negative. The integrand of 
(5.14) is then holomorphic for R(u,) > 0 and expression (5.14) is zero. 
For other values oft the above-mentioned term in square brackets is positive and 
the integrand of (5.14) then has two poles for R(u,) I 0: u1 = 0 and u1 = - Q r( cc ) 
leading to the new expression for S,(t): 
S&)={l-Exp( -Q+)[l-iI^Ex$$)!)dv]+)~ 
X 
1 - Exp( - t/m) 
QlWm) ’ 
For large t, taking account of (5.17), the asymptotic expression becomes 
L(t) = 
1 -E,p( -!?!$??[I -~~Exp;~~;m”dv]+) 
1 - Exp( - (QI( 00 )l~)) 
x[l -exp( -:)I. 
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